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论 文 摘 要 
 



































    All of corporations and organizations are not satisfactory to their 
compensation system .So are the medical treatment units. The compensation 
system is an important tool of human resource for hospital management. In 
modern hospital management, it is important to establish the fair compensation 
system. 
    Here are four parts in this paper: 
    Part Ⅰ:Summary of compensation system 
First it reviews the meaning and function of compensation system.  Then it 
introduces the concept of total compensation system by introducing the new 
development of compensation management. 
PartⅡ: Total compensation system  
It introduces the base theory of total compensation system, then emphasizes 
that the characters and contents of total compensation system and point out the 
strategy selected for the design of compensation system. 
PartⅢ:Analyze the compensation system of hospital 
It introduces the history of compensation system of hospital. Then it 
analyzes the compensation system of hospital in Fujian province though using the 
investigation paper. Lastly, it introduces the design of total compensation system 
and explains how to use it. 
PartⅣ:The use of total compensation system. 
By introducing the old compensation system of A hospital, we points out the 
pain it suffered. Through using total compensation system, we rebuild the 
compensation system of A hospital. Finally we discuss the thinking of the design 
of total compensation system. 
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表 1-1  广义薪酬的内容 
薪           酬 
经 济 薪 酬 非 经 济 薪 酬 
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都没有好处。 
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